Cloak Your Recovery Data From Cyber Predators

Stealth aircraft use a variety of technologies that render it undetectable to enemies. Unisys Stealth® with Dell EMC PowerProtect Cyber Recovery makes your entire cyber recovery operation undetectable to ransomware and attackers.

What’s Your Plan If Your Backups Get Corrupted With Ransomware?

Protect Your Critical Data with Unisys Stealth Dell EMC Cyber Recovery

Dell EMC Cyber Recovery with Unisys Stealth combines the best in data recovery with the undetectable stealth technology of Unisys Stealth. Unisys Stealth creates a Zero Trust network around backup data that delivers network protection against cyberattacks. It ensures a fully isolated and independent backup architecture with zero observable vulnerability, making it virtually impossible for ransomware to access your data.

What Cyberpredators Look For

Backup and recovery solutions not sheltered from cyberattacks.

Data recovery systems exposed to the network.

File and email systems not segregated.

Backups, lost and protected from penetration.

The Threat of Cyberattacks

Internet of Things (IoT) is creating new opportunities for cybercriminals.

Ransomware is rarely discovered until activated.

Infected backup data can reinfect your operation.

Bad actors inside the firewall can wreak havoc to backup systems.

The Cost of Vulnerability

$2.2M to $6.9M: The potential cost of a data breach.

Estimated $6T in annual damages by 2021.

of organizations report at least one security incident that negatively impacted operations.

of enterprises are still immature in capabilities involving incident response and recovery.

92% of organizations can't detect cyberattacks quickly.

67% of organizations had incidents with a negative impact in the past 12 months.

70% of detected malware is ransomware.
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Build an Active Defense Against Ransomware

Dell EMC Cyber Recovery

- Automates replication to an isolated, secure Cyber Recovery vault.
- Assures Cyber Recovery data is uncorrupted.
- Maintains gold copies of critical backup data.

Unisys Stealth

- Uses reconaugmentation technology to render the Cyber Recovery vault undetectable.
- Data is inaccessible to unauthorized users via cryptographic cloaking.
- Authorized access only via Zero Trust segmentation.

Learn More About

Unisys Stealth Dell EMC PowerProtect Cyber Recovery
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Stealth aircraft use a variety of technologies that render it undetectable to enemies. Unisys Stealth® with Dell EMC PowerProtect Cyber Recovery makes your entire cyber recovery operation undetectable to ransomware and attackers.